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Our Historical Scrapbooks 1920s takes you on a journey back in time using the power of images.
Approximately 1000-1500 themed images & photographs per scrapbook
High quality laminated pages in a large format (38.4 x 26.9cm)
Recurring themes include childhood books & television; toys & games of the era; new technology & inventions;
musical icons; national/international events; sweet/food packaging; general advertisements; and a diverse
range of other themes
Our Scrapbooks can be enjoyed by anyone who is old enough to remember the era, but they are particularly effective
at invoking memories & promoting conversation in people with dementia, or any individual with cognitive loss.
Any of the Scrapbooks make great presents, care home activities, or simply a brilliant reminiscence product for a trip
down memory lane.

1920's Scrapbook
With over 1,000 colourful images, Robert Opie brings to life the 1920s and captures the mood of this radical decade
in Great Britain. The Twenties were a time of change and invention. The arrival of the wireless provided a new form of
entertainment and The Radio Times was launched in 1923.
The popularity of the cinema continued and was changed forever with the coming of 'talkies' and The Jazz Singer in
1926. While there were many notable events, from the Tutankhamun discoveries to the Empire exhibition at
Wembley, unemployment and workers' discontent pervaded everyday life, culminating in the General Strike of 1926.
For children, however, fun and amusement could be found with new cartoon characters: the antics of Felix the Cat at
the pictures, tales of Pooh Bear in A.A. Milne's book Winnie-the-Pooh and, in newspapers, Bonzo the Dog (Daily
Sketch), Rupert the Bear (Daily Express), Teddy Tail (Daily Mail) and Pip, Squeak and Wilfred (Daily Mirror).
Apart from women daring to smoke (especially Turkish cigarettes), the young flappers found freedom in the rising
hemlines that revealed their legs and enabled the new energetic dances such as the Charleston and Black Bottom. It
was an experimental age for hairstyles, perming, crimping, bobbing. No wonder that this decade became known as
the 'Roaring Twenties'.

How to Order
Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is NBN-1920.

